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My Quick Reviews (Vol. 1)

 

I like to mix it up so here's something new. I'll give a synopsis and then I'll

tell you if you should get it and why. Then I'll rate it.

Warning!!!! Pedophile Released
A 12 year old is raped and impregnated by a man named

Malachai. Her life is ruined and she turns into a drug

addicted prostitute. Basically watch her suffer for like
100 minutes while you wait to find out how madly her

and Malachai are in love.

-------------------------------------------------------------------

My Verdict: Avoid this. It is a cool idea but it isn't

executed well. Shane Ryan has a horrible performance and the movie is

badly jumbled up in parts. With that being said Kai Lanette was amazing

and I'm still waiting for APSK 3-D.

6/10

Banshee!!!
Teens, who are camping, get killed off by a banshee.

Simple enough.

--------------------------------------------------------

My Verdict: Get it. Well, get it tommorrow that is. I got this

dvd back in January but it won't be released to the public

until tommorow, March 23, 2010.

It is a fantastic example of a modern day, low-budget, B-horror movie. It

looks like it would air on the SyFy channel, but it's better than that crap.

Good gory fun that is only brought down by some questionable CGI and

questionable acting. The banshee looks pheonominal, the ending is sweet,

and the movie even has a cameo by Don and Murph. Check it out on DVD or

the Chiller channel.

8/10
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Orlok The Vampire (in 3-D)
It's Nosferatu, but in 3-D! Oh and you can also watch it in 2-D

too if you want.

------------------------------------------------------------

My Verdict: Get this too. It's an awesome print of Nosferatu

and the 3-D is cool enough to seal the deal. The DVD even

has an intro by Lloyd Kaufman. LLOYD FUCKING KAUFMAN!!!!

10/10

I Am Virgin
You've seen I Am Legend right? Now imagine the same

apocalyptic scenario only the main character isn't Will Smith,

He's a white virgin, and hundreds of undead vampire babes

want his cock. Sounds reasonable.

------------------------------------------------------------

My Verdict: Skip it. It's not worth it. I tried to watch it but

the acting was just so horrible. The humor is subtle and

evident but it can't save the flick. It's great quality is the fact that it has

alot of fake tits in it.

4.5/10

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Thanks to :

Shane Ryan, Cinema Epoch and Alter Ego Cinema for Warning!!! Pedophile

Released.

Andrew Gernhard for Banshee

and Music Video Distributors for I Am Virgin and Orlok the Vampire (in 3-D)

 

Comments

Just got my copy of Banshee in the mail yesterday. Film was pretty rad.
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